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Love You to Death - Season 5 Harper Collins
Damon, the evil vampire, is determined to make school beauty Elena his queen of darkness -
even if it means killing his own brother to possess her. Stefan, Damon's brother and Elena's
boyfriend, is desperate for the power to destroy Damon - but knows that means succumbing
to his thirst for human blood. Elena, irresistibly drawn to both brothers, knows her choice will
decide their fate. But who will she choose...?
The Vampire Diaries: The Awakening and The Struggle Forever
"The Vampire Diaries" is the phenomenal television show which has a fanghold on
TVs around the world. This guide includes behind the scenes facts, season one
episode guide and character profiles.
The Vampire Diaries: The Fury and Dark Reunion Harper Collins
Evil never dies. . . . After escaping the horrors of the Dark Dimension, Elena and her
friends can’t wait to attend Dalcrest College, the beautiful ivy-covered campus where
Elena’s parents met. Life with Stefan is better than ever, and with her closest friends
Bonnie, Meredith, and Matt by her side, Elena knows it will be their best year yet. Even
Damon seems genuinely changed and is getting along with everyone. But for Elena,
moving away from Fell’s Church doesn’t mean she has left her dark past behind. When
students start to disappear from campus, every new acquaintance is suddenly a potential
enemy. Panic soon spreads and the friends struggle to protect each other. Then Elena
uncovers a long-hidden secret, one that shocks her to the core, and realizes tragedy may
be unavoidable. Will Elena outrun her fate? And will it be Stefan or Damon who catches
her if she falls?

Vampire Diaries 3: The Fury Harper Collins
Elena: transformed, the golden girl has become what she once
feared and desired. Stefan: tormented by losing Elena, he's
determined to end his feud with Damon once and for
all—whatever the cost. But slowly he begins to realize that
his brother is not his only enemy. Damon: at last, he
possesses Elena. But will his thirst for revenge against
Stefan poison his triumph? Or can they come together to face
one final battle? Collected here in one edition are the third
and fourth volumes of The Vampire Diaries, a riveting
conclusion to the tale of two vampire brothers and the
beautiful girl torn between them.
The Vampire Diaries #32 Harper Collins
Love can kill Elena: with Damon at her side, and wild with her craving for blood, the changed Elena struggles to
control her desires. Damon: his hunger for the golden girl wars with his hunger for revenge against Stefan. Stefan:
tormented after losing Elena, he will do anything to get her back. Even if it means becoming what he once
despised. . . . Getting what they want may come at a deadly cost.
The Vampire Diaries: The Return & The Hunters Collection Hodder Children's Books
New York Times bestselling series The Return: Midnight is the seventh book in L.J. Smith’s New York Times
bestselling Vampire Diaries series. Elena Gilbert is back from the Dark Dimension, having successfully freed her
vampire boyfriend Stefan Salvatore from imprisonment. Saving Stefan had an unlikely consequence: his vampire
brother Damon Salvatore has become mortal. While the trio reels from this latest twist, they must still deal with the
demons that have taken over Elena’s hometown, Fell’s Church. But the battle will take Elena, Stefan, and
Damon to their darkest moments yet⋯ The Return: Midnight is perfect for fans of the hit CW TV show The
Vampire Diaries, as well as fans of the original New York Times bestselling series who can’t wait to see what
happens next with Elena, Stefan, and Damon.

A Visitor's Guide to Mystic Falls Precious Pages Corporation
The carnival that has come to Mystic Falls isn't what it appears to be���and when Sheriff
Forbes realizes that people are disappearing, she turns to Damon for help! "Circus of Souls" part 1
of 3!
The Vampire Diaries: Volume II Harper Collins
The ultimate Vampire Diaries fan bible returns! With a foreword by co-creator Kevin
Williamson, the fan-favorite Love You to Death series returns with an essential guide to the fifth
season of The CW's hit show The Vampire Diaries. As the series hits its 100th-episode milestone,
this companion delves headlong into the twists and turns of each episode, exploring the layers of
rich history, supernatural mythology, historical and pop culture references, and the complexities
of the show's memorable cast of characters. Add chapters on the making of the show, interviews
with the people who bring Mystic Falls to life, and the intensely loyal audience that keeps it
thriving, and you have a guide as compelling and addictive as the show itself.
The Vampire Diaries: The Reunion Harper Collins
The Fury: Faced with an ancient evil, Stefan and Damon must stop their feuding and join forces with Elena to
confront it. But in so doing, they are unwittingly sealing her fate ... The Reunion: Elena summons the vampire trio
once more to unite and challenge their fate. Together they will be called to face the most terrifying evil Fell's
Church has ever known.
The Vampire Diaries - The Ultimate Quiz Book Hachette UK
The #1 New York Times bestselling series that inspired the hit TV show The Vampire Diaries! A
deadly love triangle. Elena Gilbert is a high school golden girl, used to getting what she wants.
And who she wants. But when the boy she’s set her sights on—the handsome and haunted
Stefan—isn’t interested, she’s confused. She could never know the real reason Stefan is
struggling to resist her: Stefan is a vampire, and Elena’s in danger just by being around him.
What’s more, Stefan’s dark, dangerous vampire brother Damon has just arrived in town. And
wherever Damon goes, trouble always follows. Perfect for fans of Midnight Sun, The Beautiful,
and Crave, this first book in the New York Times bestselling Vampire Diaries series by L. J. Smith
will introduce new readers to the heart-stopping suspense, fierce romances, and jaw-dropping
surprises that captured millions of fans and inspired the hit TV show.
The Struggle DC
The Vampire Diaries, the television series based on the iconic books by L.J. Smith, has already managed to
captivate millions of viewers with its unique mix of immortal romance and very human drama. In A Visitor's
Guide to Mystic Falls, YA authors—led by Red and Vee of premier Vampire Diaries resource Vampire-
Diaries.net—take a closer look at Mystic Falls: its residents (both alive and undead) and its rich, inescapable
history. � Claudia Gray delves into the events of 1864 and how they've shaped not just Mystic Falls but the
success of the show itself � Sarah Rees Brennan tells us what it takes for a girl to hold her own against a vampire
boyfriend (or two), placing Elena squarely between fellow vampire-daters Buffy and Bella � Jennifer Lynn Barnes
takes Mystic Falls to task for poor treatment of Caroline Forbes � Jon Skovron examines the male-female
vampire dynamic, in history and in The Vampire Diaries � Plus a guide to the book series for tv fans looking to
visit The Vampire Diaries' literary inspiration, and more Whether you're a new visitor or a long-time fan, you
won't want to continue your tour of Mystic Falls without it.
The Vampire Diaries: Volume III DC
The first book in the New York Times bestselling series by L.J. Smith. Origins is the first book in
L.J. Smith’s bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series, which reveals the backstory of brothers Stefan
and Damon from The Vampire Diaries series. This digital edition features cover artwork from the
hit CW TV series The Vampire Diaries, starring Nina Dobrev, Paul Wesley, and Ian
Somerhalder. Set in mid-19th century Mystic Falls, Virginia, three teenagers enter a torrid love
triangle that will span eternity. Brothers Stefan and Damon Salvatore are inseparable until they
meet Katherine, a stunning, mysterious woman who turns their world upside down. Siblings
turned rivals, the Salvatores compete for Katherine’s affection, only to discover that her
sumptuous silk dresses and glittering gems hide a terrible secret: Katherine is a vampire. And she
is intent on turning them into vampires so they can live together—forever. Full of dark shadows
and surprising twists, the first book in the New York Times bestselling Stefan’s Diaries series
raises the stakes for the Salvatore brothers as they face new loves, old treacheries, and
unimaginable threats. Fans of L. J. Smith’s New York Times bestselling Vampire Diaries series as

well as the hit television show won’t be able to put the latest Salvatore adventure down.
The Vampire Diaries: Dark Reunion (rack) Hachette UK
L .J. Smith’s New York Times bestselling series The Vampire Diaries, and inspiration for the hit CW
TV show, gets another addition in this electrifying follow-up to Phantom, the first title in the Hunters arc.
Evil never dies. . . . After escaping the horrors of the Dark Dimension, Elena and her friends can’t wait
to attend Dalcrest College, the beautiful ivy-covered campus where Elena’s parents met. Life with
Stefan is better than ever, and with her closest friends Bonnie, Meredith, and Matt by her side, Elena
knows it will be their best year yet. Even Damon seems genuinely changed and is getting along with
everyone. But for Elena, moving away from Fell’s Church doesn’t mean she has left her dark past
behind. When students start to disappear from campus, every new acquaintance is suddenly a potential
enemy. Panic soon spreads and the friends struggle to protect each other. Then Elena uncovers a long-
hidden secret, one that shocks her to the core, and realizes tragedy may be unavoidable. Will Elena
outrun her fate? And will it be Stefan or Damon who catches her if she falls?
The Awakening & The Struggle ECW Press
Elena has faced countless challenges, but nothing compares to balancing her complicated
relationships with Stefan and Damon. Stung by her reunion with Stefan, Damon has become dark
and unpredictable. As Elena struggles to save Damon's soul and stay t
The Vampire Diaries: The Return: Shadow Souls Harper Collins
Tired of being caught in the middle of a love triangle between two vampire brothers, Elena
sacrifices an immortal love to end the brothers' constant strife.
The Vampire Diaries: The Fury Hachette Children's
Sino ang pipiliin sa magkapatid na bampira? Damon: masidhi ang pagnanais na maging kanya si
Elena; papatayin ang sariling kapatid para maangkin ang babae. Stefan: gagawin ang lahat para
mapasakamay ang kapangyarihang sisira kay Damon at maipagtanggol si Elena, susuko sa
kanyang pagkauhaw sa dugo ng tao. Elena: ang babaeng nakukuha ang sinumang magustuhan,
matatagpuan ang sarili sa pagitan ng isang love triangle⋯ Na maaaring pagbuwisan ng buhay.
Destiny Rising DC
New York Times bestselling series The Return: Shadow Souls is the sixth book in L.J. Smith’s New York Times
bestselling Vampire Diaries series. Elena Gilbert is once again at the center of magic and danger beyond her
imagining. And this time, Stefan isn’t there to help. Stefan is held prisoner in the Dark Dimension—a world
where vampires and demons roam free, and where humans are at the command of their supernatural betters. To
save the man she loves, Elena is forced to trust her life to his handsome, but deadly brother Damon. Damon has
never concealed his love for Elena, and as the tension between them rises, Elena must face a terrible decision:
which brother does she really want to be with? The Return: Shadow Souls is perfect for fans of the hit CW TV
show The Vampire Diaries, as well as fans of the original New York Times bestselling series who can’t wait to see
what happens next with Elena, Stefan, and Damon.
Dark Reunion BenBella Books
For use in schools and libraries only. Profiles two vampire brothers--Damon, who is so
determined to make Elena his queen of darkness that he would kill his brother to possess her, and
Stefan, who desperately seeks the power to destroy Damon.
Love You to Death Turtleback Books
Sink your teeth into the Vampire Diaries! This collection includes the first four can't-miss volumes from
L. J. Smith. The Vampire Diaries: The Awakening: A deadly love triangle: Elena: beautiful and popular,
the girl who can have any guy she wants Stefan: brooding and mysterious, desperately trying to resist his
desire for Elena . . . for her own good. Damon: sexy, dangerous, and driven by an urge for revenge
against Stefan, the brother who betrayed him Elena finds herself drawn to both brothers . . . who will she
choose? The Vampire Diaries: The Struggle: Torn between two vampire brothers: Damon: determined to
make Elena his, he'd kill his own brother to possess her Stefan: desperate for the power to destroy
Damon, and protect Elena, he gives in to his thirst for human blood Elena: the girl who can have anyone
finds herself in the middle of a love triangle . . . one that might turn deadly The Vampire Diaries: The
Fury: Love can kill: Elena: with Damon at her side, and wild with her craving for blood, the changed
Elena struggles to control her desires Damon: his hunger for the golden girl wars with his hunger for
revenge against Stefan Stefan: tormented after losing Elena, he will do anything to get her back. Even if it
means becoming what he once despised. . . . Getting what they want may come at a deadly cost. The
Vampire Diaries: Dark Reunion: The Final Conflict...The Last Deadly Kiss: Elena: now she rises from the
dead to recreate the powerful vampire trio Stefan: summoned by Elena, he keeps a promise to her and
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fights the most terrifying evil he's ever faced Damon: joining the brother he once called enemy, Damon
battles this new horror with strength, cunning, and deadly charm.
The Fury Andrews UK Limited
Presents an episode-by-episode look at the first season of "The Vampire Diaries" and includes the
story of L.J. Smith, background on the shows creators, and biographies of the actors.
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